One Stop IT Shop...

Information Technology
We focus on delivering high quality and reliable IT solutions by providing a
combination of efficient, cost effective and on time delivery of solutions to
ensure our clients long term success and competitive strength.

We are authorized resellers for Servers,Laptops
& Desktops of all the brands mentioned below
that are used by entry-level, mid-size & large
business organizations.
In addition to sales, we also offer servicing,
chip-level repairs, Annual Maintenance Contracts
(AMC’s) to maintain them with seamless
customer experience.

2. Thin Client
Drive user’s productivity with powerful
processing on reliable Thin Clients that
cater to your needs. Thin Clients are
small computing devices that operate
on a Very Small Form Factor with an
inbuilt RAM and a Flash Memory Stick.
We offer the best brands as mentioned
below of secure, reliable, cost-effective
thin clients designed to integrate into
any web-based infrastructure.
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1. Servers,Laptops and Desktops

3.Printing Solutions

Officejet
Printers

Laserjet
Printers

Multifunctions
Printers

Plotters

4.Networking,Turnkey Projects
and Rack Dressing
Setup of LAN, WiFi zones, FTP protocols with
entire cabing and turnkey operations thereby
handing over the projects to the client when it is
ready for operation.

5. Data Centralization and Storage
One Stop availability of the Data Storage and Centralised Access of Data with
Active Directory.

Data File
Server

Email
Server

Network
Attached Storage
(NAS)
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From personal printers at home to networked printers shared by a group at places
like an office, we’ve got them all!

Office/Home Automation
We provide a wide range of comprehensive security solutions and guide
you towards a secure and safe professional and personal environment.

A Complete Converged Solutions for Corporate
to the industrial environment. Telecom solutions
for small-sized offices to large offices. Epabx with
5 extensions to 500 extensions These can be
pre-configured to work with add-on cards such as
PRI Cards ( for Multi-Line functioning ) SIM card
Based Docks can be connected for SIM card used
with EPABX Systems. Analog and Digital Phones
can be connected for multi-facet ease of access.
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1. EPABX/IPBX Telephone KTS Solutions

2. CCTV Setups IP and HD,
Wifi Solutions
Closed Circuit Television as the name
stands for a CCTV Setup.
Carrying our successful CCTV Setups for the
past decade and a half. Providing services
to Co-op Hsg Societies, Business Parks,
Banks, Educational Institutions, and even
parts of Government Projects. Analog HD,
Full HD and IP based CCTV Setups.

3. Biometric Solutions and Access
Control System
Time and Attendance becoming a major feature of
every organization brings importance to the use of
Biometric Devices. Biometric Devices with Finger
Print Access, Card-Based Access, Face Readers,
Palm Readers allowing users to register their daily
attendance. Remote software allows users to connect and register their attendance from Mobile
Phones.

4. Fire Alarm System

5. Conference Rooms/
Educational Audio and
Video Solutions
Total audio/video solutions to help you ease
your day to day conference calls. These
solutions come handy for Hybrid learning
and online activities.

6. Boom Barriers, Bollards &
Metal Detectors Hand Held
/ Door Frame
Making the process of Security tightening easy
with these products,Boom Barriers to disallow
unwanted access to the required space or even
passing from a location to another.Bollards are
large Sand Filler Aluminium products which are
automated and set under the ground to control
access.Hand Held Metal Detectors to maintain
safety of social places where large crowds and
gatherings take place.Door Frame Metal Detectors with multi 2-4-6 sides detection for fast
moving of crowds at a mall entrance, Factory
etc.
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Providing FAS Setups for all levels of use
cases from educational, to commercial and
residential usage.
Addressable and Non Addressable Setups
with Smoke, Heat, Flame.
Multi Level Alarm Signs with Manual Call
Points, Hooters, Sounders, Sounders with
Strobes for Light in case of heavy smoke.

Digital Transformation
The world is rapidly changing to online dependency for most of its requirements and marketing remains no exception.

Individuals and businesses throughout the
world use software for many reasons and
gaining lots of benefits. Software development can improve the client’s experiences,
bring more feature-rich and innovative products to market, and make setups more safe,
productive, and efficient.
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1. Software/CRM Development

2. Mobile App Development
We create mobile apps across a range of
mobile Operating System platforms that are
custom built to cater specifically to your
requirements. The apps help you to
increase the brand awareness for the products and services, to improve efficiency of
specific business.

3. Website Development
A website will facilitate things like expanding your reach and attracting more visitors
to your business. Planning to make a
responsive website design for your site will
help make it accessible to an extensive
range of users spanning several devices,
such as tablets or smartphones.

4. Search Engine Optimization
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Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of improving your website’s position/ranking in search engine results, We plan
to bridge the gap between your brand and
customers on the online community by optimizing your website to increase the visibility
of your brand.

5. Social Media Marketing
Social media websites have become a
handy tool for reviews, feedback, and managing customer relationships. Social media
is becoming one of the most important
aspects of digital marketing which provides
incredible benefits by reaching millions of
customers worldwide. They help you to
connect with the customers, increase your
brand awareness, and boost your leads and
sales.

6. Search Engine Marketing
One of the key benefits of search engine
marketing for businesses is that paid ads
offer better Click Through Ratio and higher
conversions than more passive forms of
marketing. Because Pay-per-click is more
easily customized, it allows you to target
specific keywords intended for your target
audience.

Electric Vehicle Charging Solutions
We drive sustainable mobility by providing, smart, robust and durable charging
infrastructure and charging management software for electric vehicles.

3,3kWAC Wallbox Charger is composed of main
control unit, protection and metering. It is an
intelligent AC Charger with a modular design.It
requires less space which can be installed in
indoor and outdoor environments and provides
AC power for electric vehicles with on board
charger. It is generally installed at buildings, commercial complexes, and at premises of operators,
EV dealers and service providers. It
supports IEC60309 Industrial Power Socket.
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1. 3.3kW AC WallBox Charger

2. 7.4/11/22kW AC Charger
11kW AC wallbox Charger is composed
of main control unit, charging interface,
metering and charging unit. It's resistant
to vibration and it covers a small area
which can be installed in indoor and
outdoor environments and provides AC
power for electric vehicles with on board
charger.

30kW DC Fast Charger has complete protection
system which includes surge protection, residual
current devices, short circuit, over/under
voltage etc. It is suitable for indoor as well as
outdoor installation where fast charging is
convenient for users. The 30kW DC Charger
also features network communication capability.
It is able to connect with remote network
systems and provide real-time information, such
as the locations of charging stations, charging
parameters and billing information.

4. 60kW DC Charger
60kW DC+22kW AC Fast Charger has complete protection system which includes surge
protection, residual current devices, short
circuit, over/under voltage etc. It is suitable
for indoor as well as outdoor installation
where fast charging is convenient for users. It
comes with 3 plugs for different standards
and also features network communication
capability. It is able to connect with remote
network systems and provide real-time information, such as the locations of charging
stations, charging parameters and billing
information. These chargers can be used for
EV infrastructure, operators, EV fleet (private
and public), EV dealers and service providers,
commercial parking spaces, highways, residential buildings.
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3. 30 kW DC Charger
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Address
301, Eco Space IT Park,
Mogra Lane Road, Andheri(E),
Mumbai – 400069
Contact
022 4045 7777 / 4011 7701/ 02/
022 6698 6777 / 2822 7711
+91 95949 36777
Email
info@gcsautomation.com
cyrus@gcsautomation.com

